He did a great job of making the material accessible to everyone, and he also made class fun with his humor & fun дем. He

Professor Irfan is probably one of the best professors I have had at Bowdoin. Students can tell he is passionate about what he teaches and he is extremely approachable. He never causes students to feel embarrassed about asking questions and he is extremely receptive during office hours. His dedication to our learning is seen in his video lectures and willingness to stay past his regular office hours.

Extremely knowledgeable and able to impart knowledge easily to students.

I learned a ton from Professor Irfan. He did a great job introducing a subject I was never exposed to in the past.

Very helpful blend of powerpoint slides and writing on whiteboards. Also very open to questions from students.

Professor Irfan did a great job of breaking down complex concepts while also mixing in examples.

Of all the professors I've had at Bowdoin, Prof. Irfan responds to emails most quickly and probably has the most amount of office hours.

Definitely a really nice, genuine man with great skill in Lisp 501. I felt like his true teaching capabilities were not shown since this class was so easy.

Professor Irfan always responds quickly to email. He even stayed extra office hours one day when I needed him if he had any available time!

Good mix of computer and board work.

In-depth feedback suggestions for improvement always offered office hours.

A great guy, very good at explaining a complex subject.

Feedback, usage of class time, accessibility, fairness.

I missed a lot for basketball and he was willing to meet with me for an hour to bring me up to speed.

Very knowledgeable of his field, good at teaching and is a very loving professor.

Instructor: He was so helpful and was always willing to spend extra time to make sure I understood what I was learning.

He even made videos that we could watch outside of class to augment our learning.

This course has developed my computational thinking skills more than any class has ever done. And I want to be a CSCE major because of it.
He is hardworking, committed to his job, and personally invested in his students' success. He is one of the best professors I've had at Bowdoin. He goes above and beyond his duties to make sure everyone is learning.

Prof. Irfan was very effective at progressing through the material at a reasonable pace, provided many helpful examples, and was thorough and engaging in his lecturing.

I learned a lot outside my comfort zone. It was a hard class but I am happy I challenged myself.

Professor Irfan is very supportive and patient—he will take as much time as necessary to help you understand things.

Most accessible professor I have had in a long time! Always let us know when he was available in his office (via email).

- Used every min of every class and was always teaching us.
- Always learning something.
- Labs were a great time to practice skills.

-Professor Irfan makes himself very accessible; he actively helps you to work out problems, and he makes the lectures interesting.
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It was very open-minded and easy to help in any way possible, made missed class & lack of understanding very easy to deal with.

Prof. Irfan was probably the most accessible professor I've had at Bowdoin.

He's very thorough and very clear.

By far the most accessible professor I have had in three years at Bowdoin.

View his extremely willing to help &

ALWAYS available!! Even when I emailed with questions late at night.

Professor Irfan seems like he really enjoys teaching.
Cases about teaching and does it well. Even makes videos in free time to further help us.

Approachable, intelligent. Kind, easy to understand, willingness to help as much possible, enthusiastic.

Overall, very approachable, very knowledgeable, and clearly very passionate about the subject.

Python was a good language to start in. It’s easy to understand. I loved learning how to code. Irfan is a great guy because he is so willing to spend time with you outside class.

I learned an immense amount from prof Irfan. He challenged me and helped me grow very much.

So easy to find and meet with.

Prof. Irfan cared very much about my success in this course. I could have not appreciated this more.

Had a ton of office hours relative to other professors here. Always available to email.

He was very thorough with feedback and knew everyone’s name almost right away.

Answered emails very efficiently.

I liked how he related the topics to current trends and applications.

He cares a lot about the students & is always available for office hours. He made video lectures to help us prepare for exams. At least responding and being available.

Always very clear, provided many examples.

The classes were pretty helpful but prof did a ton outside of class to help even further.

Very approachable, really nice.

Loved the course and his teaching. Very accommodating different students and abilities.

Works very hard, loves teaching and very good at it.

More approachable than I thought possible.